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Submitted for your consideration: 

This story entitled 2024 is an allegory written in the ethos of George Orwell’s 1984. It speaks to 

the frenzied pop/political culture specific to today and relevant to all times. It was written to 

strike a note with the reader and culture at large. The cultural and political insights in this story 

aim to intrigue and transform. The telling of this story embraces high entertainment value and 

messages of inspiration delivered by compelling characters. 

In today’s world with the threats to freedom never more serious, this literary depiction is indeed 

poignant. It speaks to the reader. It exposes the pathology of “woke ideology” leading to “woke 
culture” and warns that the clock is ticking toward losing the Republic and the freedom that goes 

with it. It ultimately shines a light on how to push back on totalitarian forces so as to live free 

and live well. 

 

THERE IS NOTHING YOU CAN DO WITHOUT US KNOWING ABOUT IT 

 

© Dr. Howard Asher, 2021. All Rights Reserved. 
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Back Book Cover 
Copy 

 

rwellian… it’s a well-worn term at risk of becoming so cliché and fashionable that 

ironically its meaning gets lost. “Orwellian” has gained meme status saturating pop culture 

signaling its place as a literary cross over to a widely recognizable concern for society. But 

“bumper sticker” warnings are insufficient when addressing serious issues. What matters is we 

live in a society – a world – where the clarity of wisdom prevails over paranoia and all our 

challenges are met with what matters.  

This story – 2024 – reaches past the literature of Orwellian prophecy to reveal that not enough of 

us realize how close our current society is to dystopian collapse. This story is not the meme du 

jour. It is not a “bumper sticker” warning. It is not paranoia. This story is a description of the 

gravitational pull toward dystopia when freedom of thought and freedom of speech are 

extinguished. Without these freedoms we are like the frog that gets slowly boiled to death and 

doesn’t realize it until it’s too late. 

The year is 2024. Meet Harry Archer. Authoritarian laws on language, thought, and speech are 

strictly enforced by the totalitarian Party Regime in control of government and culture. Personal 

freedoms derived from unalienable rights are crimes punishable by the state. 

Read 2024 to see how Harry manages in this world. Find out what happens to him, and by 

extension, what happens to all of us. Like the frog, is it too late? Or do we still have time?  

*  *  * 

“A remarkable story! But is it really fiction? 

Dr. Karyln Borysenko, Organizational Psychologist, YouTube personality 

“This is an essay, wrapped in a work of fiction, laced with intellectual insights combined with 

satire, humor, and a level of sadness and pain because it’s based on here and now and truth.” 

David Jacob, Author 

  

O 
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Outline of Chapters 

Foreword  

(First Paragraph) 

There’s a dangerous tendency for us humans to be too ridiculous and too stupid for our own 
good. As a psychotherapist, author, and observer I’ve been tackling this confounding subject my 
whole career – most of my life. Everything we should care about rides on whether we can 

overcome this self-destructive tendency. 

PART ONE 

Chapter I 

Harry Archer gets a text message declaring the daily word to be eliminated from the vocabulary 

as ordered by the Party Regime – the totalitarian party in control of government and culture. 

These are the times of the Great Awakening, Awaken doctrine, PODs, (that’s what the Party 

Regime calls people), The Big Guy, and the Think Right Program. Harry is a civil engineer, a 

published writer; he is married to Penelope, they have two kids – Daisy (19) and Billy (14).   

Chapter II 

Harry and Penelope have been married for 27 years. They met in high school. Throughout the 

years their relationship grew strong and rich. Their lives changed for the worse when the Party 

Regime took over. Harry has a Zoom business meeting. All internet meetings are attended and 

supervised by a compliance officer from the Ministry of Correctness.  

Chapter III 

Harry and Penelope don’t talk in their state-issued surveilled apartment. All PODs are surveilled. 

They have a secret place they go to so they can talk. PODs are required to listen to the nightly 

Freedom Lectures. Harry’s sleep pattern reflects his concerns and thought processes. He thinks 

of it as “conscious sleeping.” The Party Regime has initiated a program for Thought & Locator 

chip implantation of all PODs. 

Chapter IV 

Harry thinks of the apartment he lives in with his family as a “POD cage.” The undergraduate 

school system is controlled by the Party Regime. These schools are called YALIs – Young Adults’ 
Learning Institutions. Years ago, before the Great Awakening, Harry wrote in a Letter to the 

Editor piece: It only takes one generation through corrupt education to wipe out the worthy 

achievements of humankind and throw our species into an intractable dark age. Harry’s 
educational development, his passions, and his interests directed him on the courses of his life. In 

a close discussion Daisy tells her father her ideas about the circles of Hell in Dante’s Inferno. 

Harry is proud of his daughter’s character and her ideas. Harry has a secret illegal laptop 

computer where among other things he records a glossary describing words and terms related to 
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the Great Awakening. He also describes The REACH Initiative he co-founded with Penelope and 

others to eradicate homelessness before the Party Regime abolished it. 

Chapter V 

Harry is summoned to the local office of the Ministry of Correctness. He meets a ministry 

official, Bob Burke, who enlists Harry to work for the Party Regime as a writer. This begins a 

dangerous mission for Harry and his family as he attempts to write material that will slip past the 

Party Regime to influence the general population as to “what’s going on” as he sees it. Harry is 

not certain he can trust Bob Burke. But he feels he has no choice. 

Chapter VI 

Harry gets a quick start in his new role as a writer for the Party Regime. Through Bob, Harry has 

access to forbidden material. He writes many articles that are accepted by the Party Regime and 

well received by the public. Harry does thought exercises to maintain intellectual integrity. 

Chapter VII 

Harry continues his writing work for the Party Regime. He discusses ideas and strategies with 

Penelope who is insightful and supportive. He continues to write many observations and notes in 

his illegal laptop. An idea for a book emerges. It has a working title of The Age of Insanity. 

Harry’s thoughts and ideas are a constant driver in his life. 

Chapter VIII 

Harry’s development in thinking was shaped by everything and everyone he was exposed to. He 

grew up in a town in the Los Angeles area. He has a curiosity about the “big” questions of life. 
Harry gained a contextual understanding of history and formed his philosophies on life. He was 

particularly attuned to the music his parents listened to. He was moved by Marvin Gaye’s song 

What’s Going On? Later in life as a civil engineer Harry wrote an article called What’s Going 
On? It went viral. Harry became more known to the public. This led him to write his book I Built 

It subtitled The Personal Empowerment of Following Your Dream. He is a guest on the Eric 

Blair Show podcast. His appearance and comments are thought-provoking. Harry’s popularity is 
growing. So are his critics.  

PART TWO 

Chapter I 

Harry has a conversation with Bob Burke. He still isn’t sure if he can trust Bob. They talk about 
their relationship comparing it to the characters Humphrey Bogart and Claude Rains played in 

the old movie Casablanca. Harry starts to think of his situation like a chess match. From here on 

out in the story, chess is a metaphor for all of Harry’s actions – moves. This metaphor emerges in 

peak moments throughout the story as Harry thinks to himself in terms of chess moves.   
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Chapter II 

Harry is now fascinated with the game of chess and its origins. He goes on the state approved 

internet site Awakenpedia.state for general information to look up the history of chess. He’s 
shocked and dismayed to see that state control by the Party Regime has infected even the game 

of chess with Awaken doctrine. He thinks nothing is safe from state control anymore.  

Chapter III 

Harry is painfully mindful of the divisions that exits between and among friends and family 

because of cultural/political disagreements. He writes an email to his friend Tom Bright 

discussing aspects of the tensions and divides.  

Chapter IV 

On a Saturday morning Harry is talking with his friend Rick Morrow in Rick’s garage. Rick 

wonders why Harry is so concerned with Awaken doctrine. Harry explains he’s concerned it’s 
stupid and dangerous. Rick doesn’t think it’s so bad until Harry tells him that Mr. Potato Head 

was vanished because of Awaken doctrine. Hearing this, Rick reconsiders Harry may be correct 

about his concerns. Harry discusses the analogy of a frog slowly heated in a pot of water and 

being cooked to death before sensing it needs to get out of the boiling water to live. Harry’s point 
is: It’s the same with Awaken doctrine – it’s slowly boiling society and people to death.    

Chapter V 

Harry has a weighty discussion with Bob Burke about truth. Harry has a tender moment with 

Penelope in the midst of all the noise and trouble in the world.  

Chapter VI 

The backdrop of the cultural and political climate igniting the emergence of the Party Regime is 

laid out. The symbiotic relationship of the Party Regime and the Big Tech Three is discussed. 

Harry’s friend, Chuck Stephens, is a professor of history. Harry maintains an ongoing dialogue 

with Professor Chuck about history which includes the subject of suffrage and election power 

politics. 

Chapter VII 

Harry reads a list of books, literature, movies, and such that are banned by the Party Regime. The 

list itself is banned, but he obtained it from Bob Burke. It contains notable classics that – if not 

present in society – would make the culture narrow, constrained, and dystopian. Harry attends a 

Reimagine Rally. Through the Party Regime the rally, as all such rallies, prescriptively turns into 

a riot. As Harry leaves the rally, he is confronted by two agents of the Party Regime. The agents 

walk away after presenting a “punch” of intimidation leaving Harry feeling the full weight of a 

menacing threat.     
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Chapter VIII 

Steve Reed is Harry’s friend as well as a subcontractor on many engineering projects with 

Harry’s firm. Steve and Harry have a long meeting at Harry’s office over a current building 

project. They talk about many personal, social, and conceptual matters. Harry’s tensions are 

obvious to Steve. But Harry is balancing between being completely open to slightly guarded with 

Steve. There is banter, serious talk, jokes, and comradery. They accomplish a lot of the work 

they needed to do. When their work is finished for the night and Steve has left the office Harry 

notices he has a text and voice mail on his cell phone from earlier. It’s a recording advising The 

Big Guy was aware of Harry’s misconducts; and the implantation of his Thought & Locator chip 

has been scheduled.       

Chapter IX 

Bob Burke arranges For Harry to meet with David Jacob, a publisher. Harry will be writing an 

article for one of Jacob’s publications. Together with Jacob’s associate, Allen, the three discuss 

the influence of publishing and how the public consumes written media. Harry writes an article 

for one of Jacob’s publications that goes “viral.” 

Chapter X 

Harry experiences something disturbing. He wakes up and realizes it was a dream. But it seemed 

so real. He’s meeting with Bob Burke at the ministry office. He sees an ominous note on Bob’s 
desk when he’s momentarily out of the office. When Bob returns to sit at his desk, Harry 

expresses his concerns for Bob and the present dangers. Bob’s attitude is something like a mix of 
nothing to worry about and fatalism.   

PART THREE 

Chapter I 

Two Party Regime courier agents transport Harry to a building in an unfamiliar part of the city. 

He meets Winston Smith – a top Party Regime official. Smith tells Harry the party has plans for 

making him the face and voice of the “every guy” for the party. As improbable and ironic as it is 
and with much uncertainty Harry accepts the role. Harry feels the stakes and danger growing 

moment by moment. 

Chapter II 

Through the resources of the Ministry of Correctness Harry launches his national media 

broadcast. Harry is smooth, assured, and effective as a media personality. He creates a “thought” 
niche and a brand for himself. His ideas are uncommonly insightful, edgy, and provocative.     

Chapter III 

Harry calls Bob Burke’s cell phone. He gets a grim recorded message that the number has been 

canceled. Harry assumes immediately that Bob must have been killed. The next day he is 

walking with Billy to the family’s secret place. Billy senses his father’s troubled feelings, but 
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Harry redirects Billy’s concern by giving him fatherly advice. Billy is intuitive and knows things 

are serious. He, too, has good advice for his dad. It’s a close bonding moment for both of them.      

Chapter IV 

While coming out of a Starbucks, Harry is essentially abducted by two law enforcement-type 

officers and taken to a suburban home. Upon entering the home, he is relieved and thrilled to see 

Bob Burke alive and well. Bob fills him in on his (Bob’s) real role in counteracting the Party 

Regime. He explains how he is part of an “internal” group against the Party Regime. Harry has 

actually been working for their group – not the regime. Bob’s group has been using Harry for 

their purposes. They now want Harry to continue working to bring down the Party Regime. 

Harry is all in.     

Chapter V 

Harry is a guest on the Derrick Lime Show, a nightly cable news broadcast. Lime’s social 
philosophies and outlooks are in stark opposition to Harry’s. Lime thinks Harry is now repentant 

for his media appearances and writings. On the broadcast Lime is surprised and unsettled to learn 

Harry is not repentant and stands by the principles he has been writing about. The show takes a 

turn when Harry makes a case for understanding people in a fair way. Lime agrees. The show 

gets top viewer ratings that night. Lime’s takeaway from Harry: Knowing a person is different 

than knowing about a person. It becomes clear Bob Burke and Winston Smith are powerful 

operators in the cause to bring down the Party Regime.    

Chapter VI 

Harry is the subject of a congressional hearing controlled by the Party Regime looking into his 

“subversive” actions against the state. For the entire session of this first day of the hearing Harry 

sits at the “witness” table listening to a barrage of scathing accusations against him. The hearing 

is recessed until the next day. On the second day of the hearing Harry is allowed to address the 

committee. He delivers a remarkable speech that resonates insight, wisdom, integrity, and 

strength to most people in an expansive audience to which it is broadcast. The broadcast is 

almost cut off by bureaucrat technicians of the Party Regime were it not for Winston Smith, a top 

ally in Harry’s cause, who keeps the broadcast on air until Harry completes his address. His 

address marks a pivotal success for the ideas against the Party Regime. 

Chapter VII 

Harry and Penelope are relieved the hearing went as well as could be hoped for. While there are 

those who are antagonistic to Harry and his ideas – as there always are in a free society – Harry’s 
favorable popularity has grown sizably in his direction and in the direction of sensibility as Harry 

would put it. The hearing exposed the Party Regime as corrupt and disreputable. Harry and 

Penelope reflect on their lives and the “big” ideas in life. Harry waxes philosophically both 

specifically and broadly. His broadcast has become culturally popular. But not without 

controversies. The story ends – for now – with Harry finishing a broadcast in which he discusses 

the meaning of life. For now is one of Harry’s philosophical perspectives on life. He thinks 
everything is for now – as in: This too shall pass.  
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Finis 

*  *  * 

List of Characters 

*  *  * 

APPENDIX 

THE PRINCIPALS OF THOUGHT 

 APPENDIX 

CONTENTS 

 

The Story Behind the Story 

Danny Tripp’s Farewell Speech 

Jim Biddle’s Presidential Inaugural Address 

Harry’s Article: A Tale of Two Speeches 

A Tale of Two Speeches, Nonfiction 

Harry’s Article: What a Tripp 

Harry’s Article: The Riddle of Biddle 

Harry’s Article: What’s Going On? 

Harry’s Article: Culture Drives the Herd, Why Honey Bees and Stand-Up Comedians 

are Essential 

Harry’s notes for book project called The Age of Insanity 

The Complete Glossary from Harry’s Journaling 

Quotes to Remember 

Did You Notice? 

Notes 

The Author 

*  *  *  
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Market Analytics in Brief  
 

This book – 2024 – fits the category of literary fiction in the genre of current event/political 

thriller/dystopian threat. According to surveys for adult readers this category encompasses at 

least 90% of what readers of fiction buy. 

 

Surveys also show readers are more likely to buy books by an author if the author has previously 

published at least one book. Another reason people buy books is based on a recommendation, 

particularly a recommendation by a friend. Other forms of recommendations include advertising 

as well as media pitches. If the author is known on media platforms and cross referenced with 

other well-known people in media this increases interest and book sales. Social networking and 

identifying the book as a must read “hot topic” appeal is a strong market effect for substantial 

sales. 

*  *  * 
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Sample Chapters I & II 
 

 

 

 

 

 

– WARNING – 

 

To tell this story crimes against the state will be committed. 

 Words and ideas forbidden by the state are used to tell this story. 

*  *  * 

Under the authority of the state regime, it is a crime for you to possess this book. 

Under the authority of the state regime, it is a crime for you to read this book. 

  

 

Read on at your own risk.  
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______________ 

ONE 
_______________ 

 

 

T’S A BRIGHT COLD DAY IN APRIL. HARRY ARCHER’S STATE-ISSUED CELL              

phone rattles its irritating buzzing noise, signaling the routine text of the day to all PODs. This 

daily text informs PODs about the word to be eliminated from the language – forbidden to be 

used. Today the word to be vanished is “strong.” From this moment forward, the word never 

existed. 

 Harry is standing outside of a bookstore. He is looking at the books displayed in the 

window. The popular book he authored was once displayed in this very window. It has since 

been banned by the Party Regime, not available to the general public. None of the books now 

displayed interest him. It strikes him how different it was a few years ago, before the Party 

Regime and its Great Awakening. In those days there were always available a variety of relevant, 

interesting books by good authors. The books available now are not worth reading and are 

mostly about Awaken doctrine, filled with platitudes and banality that are insulting to even a 

child’s intellect. 

 The government under the Party Regime delivers daily texts to the public, identifying 

words declared offensive. The texts are part of the “public service” called the Think Right 

Program. Getting a text every day at noon always creates tension in Harry. In the moments 

before receiving the text he’s not thinking the word he now is not allowed to think. But after he 

gets the text, he not only thinks the word, he can’t get it out of his mind. As per the text, for 

thinking this word, Harry is by law a criminal of the state. He can’t but wonder if upon receiving 

the daily text all PODs go through the same uneasy thinking process that he does. To avoid 

exposing his thought crime, Harry’s smart enough not to discuss the word with anyone. 

  

I 
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 Every day when he sees the new banned word in the state-delivered text message, Harry 

takes pause at the insanity of this “unthink” drill as well as feeling grave concern for his fellow 

citizens – whom the Party Regime call PODs – a term Harry refuses to use unless to ridicule the 

terms existence. He is struck by the willingness of people to be molded by the state to seamlessly 

adapt to its requirements. Since the ascension to power of the Party Regime, Harry is always in a 

state of unease and tension inwardly. Outwardly, he is calm and measured. He’s good at not 

betraying thoughts and feelings deemed criminal by the state. With mental “gymnastics” and will 

power he momentarily calms the agitation in his mind over today’s text until he realizes he just 

used a word in his head that was forbidden a few months ago – “fellow” … it’s a gender 

reference – not allowed. He thinks to himself – what was I thinking?!    

 It was during the world pandemic of 2020 when facemasks were mandated. After the new 

president – his party calls him The Big Guy – was inaugurated in 2021, he – The Big Guy – as the 

figurehead of the Party Regime, issued an edict mandating, all people must wear facemasks all 

the time forever. This was the beginning of the Party Regime in power.  

 Harry didn’t like that at all! But although there is a state mandate to wear facemasks all 

the time, much less than half the people wear them. For some reason, the state does not 

uniformly enforce the mandate at this time. Perhaps the state recognizes that even with its power 

it shouldn’t push those who don’t want to wear a mask too far and create unrest. Although Harry 

doesn’t wear a facemask, he appreciates the utility of a mask to hide “criminal” thoughts. For 

now though, he’ll hide his “criminal” thoughts by pretending he doesn’t have them.   

 Harry doesn’t have a complacent mind. He is driven to think. He deconstructs ideas. If he 

comes up with anything he thinks is worth saying, he says it. Harry says a lot of things. But 

ironically, though he says a lot, most of what he thinks he keeps to himself. So much of what he 

thinks doesn’t play well to the “unprepared.” Harry doesn’t like rattling others, though at times 

he does rattles others; he doesn’t like controversy, though he might weigh in on controversies; he 

doesn’t like making enemies, so he makes no person an enemy – though he is the enemy of many 

ideas. And though an enemy of many ideas, Harry thinks the worst of the ideas he fights against 

still have a right to be expressed. 

 Like flipping a focus switch in his head from viewing the displayed books through the 

storefront window Harry’s dark eyes see his six-foot slender frame reflected in the window. He 

is wearing his usual khaki pants and short sleeved polo shirt. His wardrobe consists of three 

colors of polo shirts – black, navy blue, and charcoal gray. Today his shirt is navy blue. He wears 

his shirts casually, not tucked in. When he dresses in slacks and a dress shirt, he tucks it. He 

owns three suits; he wears a suit infrequently. Today it is cold, so he has on a dark brown tweed 

sport coat. He mostly wears buck shoes. When Harry was younger, he wore his thick dark brown 

hair long. Now in his mid-forties he wears his beginning-to-thin, starting-to-gray hair short. He 

usually shaves clean, but on weekends he doesn’t. His wife Penelope dislikes the stubble – “It 
makes you look old, and besides, it scratches,” she tells him.  

 Harry doesn’t wear a wristwatch because he always has his state-issued cell phone in his 

hand or right pants pocket. In his other pocket he keeps six plastic cards including two credit 
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cards, his driver’s license for ID purposes (he sold his and Penelope’s cars when the Party 

Regime took over), a roadside emergency card, a health care insurance card, and a debit card 

bound by a rubber band. He also keeps a leather pouch in his right pocket. The design of the 

pouch is distinctive with a fold over flap. It holds four keys and a tiny penknife. The penknife 

was a Valentine gift from Penelope many years ago. The pouch gets a lot of positive comments 

when Harry happens to take it out of his pocket when others are around.    

 Harry has a firm grip on reality. A part of that grip is how he magnifies and extends 

reality to what reality means. His thoughts and feelings are a clarification of what is real. He has 

a place in his mind he calls Harry’s Cynical Clarifications. In it he stores information and 

analytics in an “intellectual algorithmic” system that operates automatically giving him 

continuous mental engagement. Which means he overrides words from the outside world with 

the true words and meanings he says to himself. Hence, there’s a lot of word traffic in Harry’s 

head. He manages it well, avoiding any “word traffic jams” or “word collisions.”  

 The activity in Harry’s Cynical Clarifications has been on overdrive for some time. In 

the outside world, language is now butchered to force absurdities and lies into common 

acceptance. The routine elimination of words is one such measure in the corruption administered 

by the Think Right Program. By current government standards Harry doesn’t “think right.” 

Harry thinks stuff like the Think Right Program is stupid, demeaning, and dangerous.  

*  *  * 

Harry pulls himself away from the bookstore’s front window. On this day, as it is on all days, 

Harry is in a hurry. Today he has to conduct a Zoom meeting, and as always, the state will be 

involved. To carry out the tasks of any day, he has to put his tension/thinking out of his mind to 

the extent he can. Though he focuses well, he can never achieve the full focus he craves, because 

he can never fully put aside his tension/thinking ever since the takeover of the state by the Party 

Regime. Yet, despite the tension in his head Harry always plows through the things he needs to 

do, day after day.   

 Harry is a civil engineer. He works in the firm he started with Penelope many years ago. 

He calls her “Penelope” or “Penny” or “Pen,” depending on the mood and moment. She calls 

him “Hare” in private and “Harry” in public. They have a nineteen-year-old daughter Daisy and 

a fourteen-year-old son Billy. Harry and Penelope established their business as sole proprietors 

and currently employ a staff of five.  

 Thirty-two months ago, the Party Regime took over all assets of Harry and Penelope’s 

business. The firm is now state-owned and completely regulated by the Ministry of Resources. 

While Penelope’s MBA certifies her expertise and is invaluable to the firm’s operations and its 

excellent reputation built over the years, it’s meaningless to the Party Regime. As far as the state 

is concerned her responsibilities extend no further than to manage email accountability to the 

state. Such accountability is tedious and inconsequential to any real engineering or business 

interest the firm has; but it’s a strict requirement of the state.  
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II 

A good marriage, Harry believes, is based on luck and a good sense of humor. In Penelope he 

scored on both counts. He has a running gag with Penelope where he asks her how he scores 

with her? She always answers, “I haven’t made up my mind yet.” 

 Harry and Penelope were high school sweethearts. One of Harry’s classes was working in 

Miss Garcia’s guidance counseling office as her assistant. Miss Garcia was a well-respected 

school figure beloved by teachers and students alike. In her late sixties she had a reputation for 

her skills in education/career planning and her devotion to the students. Harry was aware she had 

helped more than a few students where it was nothing short of life saving. Although married she 

went by “Miss” Garcia as a show of respect… and affection. “Miss Garcia” was inscribed on the 

nameplate to the door of her office and the plaque on her desk.  

 Something else also struck Harry about Miss Garcia – her relationship with her husband. 

Harry first met Mr. Garcia when he came by the school to drop off Miss Garcia’s sack lunch. She 

had forgotten it because she dashed out the door that morning. 

 What Harry particularly noticed about the couple was the way they laughed together. To 

Harry it looked like their laughter bonded and sweetened their marriage. He saw the care Mr. 

Garcia showed her and the tenderness with which Miss Garcia looked at him. Harry thought they 

were lucky to have each other and hoped one day he, too, would find his special partner in life. 

 Harry first saw Penelope when he was a senior in high school. It was at a Friday night 

school dance after a football game. Harry played defensive back on the team. He spotted her 

from across the room. She was simply the prettiest girl he had ever seen. So, at first sight for 

Harry it was purely visual and a total fantasy. He knew a lot of students, but he had never noticed 

Penelope before. He asked his friend Jeff Miller if he knew her, and Jeff did. “Penelope Ahern… 

she’s a junior…”  

 The Monday after the dance Harry went into action. Working for Miss Garcia, he had 

access to records including student schedules and control of administrative procedures that 

allowed him to summon students out of their classes to the guidance counseling office. That 

period Penelope was in Mr. Clark’s English Literature class. Harry had a summons for Penelope 

sent there. Eighteen minutes later Penelope showed up at the office counter and was escorted by 

another student worker into Miss Garcia’s office where Harry was sitting behind Miss Garcia’s 

desk. 

 Penelope was wearing a collared pale green sweater with a narrow leather brown belt 

over jeans. She had on black and green saddle shoes. Harry thought she was prettier than he 

remembered. She was medium height and slim. She had straight light auburn hair pulled back 

with a hair clip that spread a little wider than the width of her slender neck and fell a few inches 

below her shoulders. Her hazel eyes sparkled warmly. She had a beautiful natural smile, and 

when she spoke, “Did Miss Garcia want to see me?” her voice was sweet and mellow. 

 Harry was stunned that he pulled this off. Or had he? Somehow, he didn’t think it would 

get this far. So, he hadn’t thought it through. “Ahh, yeah, yeah. Ahh, hi. Ahh, thanks for coming 
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to the office. Ahh, Miss Garcia isn’t here now. But she wanted me to talk with you about your 

plans after you graduate.” 

 “She wanted you to talk with me?” Penelope was starting to think something was off. 

Harry started to think Penelope could see through him. And he thought even the “fly on the wall” 

could definitely see something was off. 

 At his young age Harry had already developed a philosophy on life: The more something 

is valued the more you should reach for it. Better to reach for what you want and have your 

heart broken for not getting it, than to not reach at all.   

 Harry cleared his throat and said, “I think you’re pretty and I want to see if we could…”  

 Harry was interrupted by the voice of a female student worker from the next room, “Jeez, 
Harry, you really got guts or you’re really stupid.” 

 Penelope quickly took in the situation, stared hard at Harry, and said softly, “I pick 

stupid.” 

 Harry responded, “Yes! That’s it! I’m stupid! But I’m the smartest stupid a person could 

be. Penelope, would you come to the Christmas Prom with me?”  

 Penelope mocked Harry, “I’m the smartest stupid a person could be? What does that 

even mean? And sure, I’m not doing anything that evening. I’ll go to the prom with you. If Miss 

Garcia doesn’t have you expelled for being the smartest stupid a person could be.” 

 Right then, Harry fell in love. 

 Twenty-seven years later, college and graduate degrees completed, an engineering firm 

founded, fifteen major civil building projects successfully constructed, while being the parents of 

two kids – now teenagers, Harry and Penelope find themselves living in a world that is against 

everything they care about. The world is a regime that demands they have no dreams, let alone 

the ambition to make them come true – as they have always lived to do. The Party Regime take 

over and the Great Awakening changed everything for the worse. Now, Harry and Penelope are 

living lives that are not their own… but they do not accept this insanity for themselves or their 

kids. They’ll do something. But what?  

*  *  *  

Harry has everything set up for the Zoom presentation today which he’s conducting from the 

state-issued apartment where he resides with his family. Penelope is at the office. He is in the 

middle of a project the firm has been contracted to do and there are problems.   

 Harry sits at his state-issued laptop and keys in the routing code required for the state to 

approve and oversee the Zoom conference. After he gets past technical loading delays that take 

90 seconds an image of participants for the meeting emerges on the laptop’s screen. There are 

four compartment windows. One window is Harry. Two windows are representatives from All 

Source, Harry’s – the firm’s – client. The remaining window is the compliance officer from the 

Ministry of Correctness. The compliance officer makes for a creepy presence. 
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 In the background wall of each window is the disturbing official poster portrait of former 

president Bennet Oberton looking slightly up to his left in deep reflection. At the bottom of the 

portrait are the words:  

The Hope and Change Reich 

 Bennet Oberton was President of the nation from 2009 to 2017. He was and is a popular 

and beloved figure who transcended his presidency. Oberton is now the inspirational head of the 

Hope and Change Reich – the foundational principles of the current and forever Party Regime. 

 In the foreground of each window on the Zoom screen on the lower left side are the 

words:  

You are your group! 

 Harry begins the meeting with the standard protocol required by the Party Regime. He 

addresses the officer from the ministry. In his head he says, “Comrade Officer, we are graced 

and honored by your presence to oversee this meeting.” He actually says, “Welcome everyone. 

Thanks for being here.” The officer is motionless and speaks not a word. Harry knows the 

routine: these officers never make gestures or speak.  

 After the ritual pause Harry continues in his head, “With your permission, Comrade 

Officer, we will proceed.” He actually says, “Okay, let’s get started.” Harry then addresses the 

reps from All Source and asks, “How do you want to deal with this problem?” 

 Harry doesn’t care what either rep says about anything. Whatever is going to happen on 

the project is already in the hands of a system of disinterested bureaucrats. The Zoom meeting is 

just formality. The less said by Harry and everybody the better.  

 After seventeen minutes the meeting reaches its conclusion. Harry slips into his head to 

say as if it was a required valediction, “To the cause of those who watch us.” He also imagines 

the two reps repeat, “To the cause of those who watch us.” He further imagines he and the reps 

simultaneously give a Party Regime salute by fisting their left hand and crossing their left arm 

over their chest, touching their fist to their right shoulder. In reality there is no valediction, there 

is no salute. Harry actually says. “Thanks for your time, guys. Talk to you later.” But as is 

customary, the officer remains motionless and silent. As Harry signs off his eyes are cast 

downward, avoiding visual contact with anyone present at the Zoom meeting. He hits the exit 

key and the desktop screen wallpaper displays the words:  

There is nothing you can do without us knowing about it! 

 As always after every meeting, Harry is quietly drained and embarrassed. He goes to the 

bathroom, throws up, and takes a shower. 

End of Chapter II of Part One 

*  *  *   
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